
T&N Apartments - Shaikpet, Hyderabad
Gives you a life that's looking up
T&N Apartments by Trust Constructions at the very prime location of Shaikpet,
in Hyderabad offers residential project that host 3 bhk apartments in various
sizes.

Project ID: J289563711
Builder: Trust Constructions
Location: T&N Apartments, Shaikpet, Hyderabad (Telangana)
Completion Date: Dec, 2016
Status: Started
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Description
T&N Apartments by Trust Constructions at the very prime location of Shaikpet, in Hyderabad offers
residential project that host 3 bhk apartments in the size of 1463 sqft. This is a complete residential
building consist of 10 flats two flats on each floor with beautiful extensive penthouse and comes with all
the basic amenities. The project is a well-planned residential building special is it remarkable quality work
with immense appreciating value as it is located at the precious business hub road of Manikond-Hitech
City Road, with all kinds of facilities available at door step.

Amenities:

Park
Security
Water Supply
Parking

Trust Constructions Company” it is a “ISO 9001 – 2008 (QMS Quality Management System)” certified
company with a team of professionals, expert developers, talented architects and brilliant engineers & a
squad of dedicated work force established by Mr. Mir Yousuf Ali in the year 2010, each member of the
team has successfully achieved their set targets through commitment & quality, and effectively completed
several residential & commercial sites, converted open lands into striking residential plots in the prime
locations while they were individually working for other companies. 
Features
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Ohri, Avasa (<7km), Oyo 588 Jayabheri Enclave (<8km), Lemon Tree Hotel-Gachibowli (<10k… Taj Krishna (<8km),
Hotel Riva-Gachibowli (<5km), Accor Hyderabad (<11km), Lemon Tree Premier-Hitec City (<6k…
Zyng Radisson Hitec City (<8km), Hotel Jubilee Ridge (<5km), Trident (<7km), Hotel Kens (<7km),
Minerva Grand Kondapur (<9km), At Home Suites (<9km), At Home Apartment Hotel (<9km),
Barbeque Nation-Aarka Prime (<4km…Aqua Spirit-Hotel Daspalla (<5km), Dream Valley Group (<8km),
Taj Mahal Hotel (<12km), Holiday Inn (<8km)

JRC Conventions & Trade Fairs (<1km…Cyber Towers (<7km), Hitech City (<7km), Imimobile (<4km),
Google (<9km), Srida Anushka Pride (<7km), NCC (<5km), Hitech Pearl (<6km)

Golconda Fort (<4km), Shri Shri Shri Jubillee Hills Peddamm… Birla Mandir (<11km)

Apollo Hospitals (<3km), Omega Hospitals (<4km), Image Hospitals (<6km), Jubilee Hills Hospital (<4km),
Chiranjeevi Eye and Blood Bank (<5k… Basavatarakam Indo American Cance…Star Hospitals (<7km),
L V Prasad Eye Institute (<5km), Asian Institute of Gastroenterology In…Dr Anchala, Asha Hospital (<6km),
CARE Hospitals-Banjara Hills (<8km), Basavatarakam Indo American Cance…Asian Institute of Gastroenterology-E…
Nims Hospital (<9km), Image Hospitals-ER (<6km), Yashoda Hospital (<9km), Olive Hospital (<5km)

Inorbit Mall (<4km), GVK One Banjarahills (<8km), Anand Silicon Chip (<1km), City Center Mall (<8km),
Central (<9km), Prasads Imax (<10km), GVK One (<8km), Regus-Hyderabad SLN Terminus (<9…
FORUM SUJANA MALL-ENTRANCE 1…

Western Plaza (<1km), Lanco Hills (<3km), Sarwar Khan (<4km), Lanco Hills Apartments (<3km),
Fort View Villa (<2km), Ramky Towers (<7km), Pbel City (<8km), Lalitha Bloomfield (<5km)

Eaglewood (<8km)

Lotus Pond (<4km), PVR Cinema (<5km), Hyderabad Botanical Gardens (<2km… Galaxy Cinema Hall (<2km),
Shilparamam (<8km), Springfields School (<3km), Prasads Multiplex (<10km),
K Brahmananda Reddy National Park… Hitech Theatre (<6km), Asian Cinemas (<7km), NTR Gardens (<11km),
Lamakaan (<8km)

Mehdipatnam (<7km), MMTS-HYDERABAD DECCAN (<11k…

Coco, Karachi Bakery (<6km), Olive Bistro (<4km), RATNADEEP (<6km), Vellanki Foods (<5km),
Reliance Fresh (<8km), Reliance Digital (<6km), Karachi Bakery. (<8km), Fabindia (<8km),
Shoppers Stop GVK One Mall (<8km), Minerva Grand (<9km), Spoil (<5km)

HDFC Bank-Banjara Hills Road No 12… Bank of Baroda-Mehdipatnam Hyde… Indian Bank (<9km)

Indian Oil (<7km)

Live-Inn Women

Alkapoor Township Park (<5km)
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20 hours ago - Ira Aspiration and Shree Gold Mine are some of the ongoing apartment
projects in the area that are expected to complete in next couple of years. Telangana
government's award-winning double-bedroom ... more

JNTU-Hyderabad to hold ICIET-2022 from Sept 15 to 17
19 hours ago - HYDERABAD: The Jawaharlal Nehru ... JNTU-H UCEM, Dr G N Srinivas,
Principal, JNTUH UCES, Dr V Venkateswara Reddy, Principal, JNTU-H UCEJ. The co-conveners
are Prof M T Naik, Vice-Principal, JNTU-H ... more

Krithi Shetty papped in Hyderabad after The Warriorr shoot; Slays in
maroon tee & ripped jeans
Yesterday - Krithi Shetty is currently shooting for N. Lingusamy’s action flick The Warriorr.
The actress was papped in Hyderabad after the shoot donning a maroon T-shirt and ripped
jeans. Her outfit of the day ... more

Hyderabad: Teen jumps to death from 14th floor of a high rise
apartment
Jan 16 - HYDERABAD: A thirteen-old-teenager jumped from their flat in the fourteenth floor
of a high rise apartment and died by suicide at Chandanagar of Cyberabad
commissionerate on Sunday morning. more

Biosecure bubble to host Hyderabad's sporting events
3 days ago - “It is a necessity we can’t shy away from.” The Prime Volleyball League is going
on in full swing in the city, amid strict Covid protocols inside the quarantine bubble. Vipul
Kumar, captain of the ... more

Trio from T.N. held for highway thefts in Prakasam
5 days ago - Prakasam police have resolved a series of highway theft cases with the arrest of
three persons from Tamil Nadu and recovered ₹18 lakh in cash from them. Special teams
formed by Prakasam Superintendent ... more

Yet another blow to Hyderabad’s rock heritage
10 days ago - The court expanded the scope and asked the State for a comprehensive plan
for the protection of Hyderabad’s rock heritage. A few days ago, there was a citizens’
protest at the rock formation. When the ... more

Hyderabad: 3 persons arrested, 3 kg ganja seized
11 days ago - Hyderabad: The Mangalhat police arrested three persons and seized 3.2
kilograms of ganja from them. The arrested persons were T Chandrasekhar Singh (40),
Gayatri Bai (39) and Chandu Singh (19). more

Few isolation facilities in Hyderabad leave families in lurch
28 days ago - HYDERABAD: As Covid-19 cases swell, isolation at home has emerged as a
major challenge for several families across the city. While the Telangana government has
ramped up medical infrastructure in ... more

Apartment association charged with animal cruelty
18 days ago - Feb 02 2022, 00:18 ist updated: Feb 02 2022, 04:56 ist ... more

Tilak tops pick of Hyderabad players at IPL mega auction
6 days ago - Hyderabad: Four Hyderabad players made it to IPL teams at the auction on
Sunday — none for the home side. N. Thakur Tilak Varma ... spinner before Mumbai ended
the argument. Tilak didn’t quite know ... more

ISL: Sunil Chhetri's Record Strike In Vain As Hyderabad Beat Bengaluru
FC
8 days ago - only for Siviero to pull the trigger and beat Gurpreet Singh Sandhu for pace as
the keeper got a hand to it but it wasn't enough to keep the ball out of the net. Hyderabad
kept pressing after ... more

Expert Reviews on T&N Apartments
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Brokers in Hyderabad

Explore More Information Report a problem with this listing
Is any information on this page outdated or
incorrect? 
Report it!

Disclaimer: All information is provided by advertisers, including builders/agents/owners, or collected from publicly available sources and may not be verified under RERA. Any
information provided on this website, including facts and figures, should be verified independently, including via the relevant RERA website, before entering into any transaction.
PropertyWala.com is only an advertising platform to help connect buyers and sellers and is not a party to any transaction, nor shall be responsible or liable to resolve any disputes

between them.
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